
(Match report prepared by Jeff Swartz)

The first Airgun Field Target event of 2021 at Fairfield 
Sportsmen’s Association was held on May 2nd.  It was a 
very comfortable day around 65-70 degrees with just a bit 
of a breeze here and there.

The course was intended to be a moderate 31T to get the 
season started on an easy note.  But, the change of format to 10 lanes of 3 targets 
each required some adjustments to both fit the terrain and make targets less 
visible to other lanes.  There were also some target swaps and other last minute 
changes and after everything was entered into the course planner, the course was 
a rather difficult 33.59T.  Thankfully, the course wasn’t dark enough to warrant a 
difficulty adjustment as the leaves and foliage hadn’t yet grown in fully.

We had 11 shooters in 4 different classes.  In the most represented class, Hunter 
PCP (7 shooters), Donnie Reed took the top honors shooting a 51.  Jeff Swartz 
followed with 48 and Ryan Spanagel with 45, finishing in second and third place 
respectively.  Justin Roberts also shot a 45 and the tie between he and Ryan was 
broken by score on the standing targets, of which Ryan hit 2 to Justin’s 1.  Keith 
Walters took first in Open PCP with a match high score of 56 and topped Ted 
Andro’s 46.  Eric Jones (Hunter Piston) and Chris Oldfield (WFTF PCP) were the 
lone participants in their classes.

A big “thank you” to Baker Airguns for supporting us and providing the 2 $50 gift 
certificates we raffled off.

Thanks to all who attended,

Jeff Swartz and Ryan Spanagel

<See page 2 for results and page 3 for course layout>



Class Name Score / 60

1st Hunter PCP Donnie Reed 51
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Hunter PCP Jeff Swartz 48

3rd Hunter PCP Ryan Spanagel 45 *

Hunter PCP Justin Roberts 45 *

Hunter PCP Mike Gann 40

Hunter PCP Tim Swan 27

Hunter PCP Ben Brungs 9

1st Open PCP Keith Walters 56
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Open PCP Ted Andro 43

1st Hunter Piston Eric Jones 29

1st WFTF PCP Chris Oldfield 35

* - Tie broken by hits on standing targets.




